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Introduction: 

In this dissertation we will be looking at how sports photography has evolved through time. How has 

the sports photography industry evolved, what has changed? We will also look at what 

contemporary obstacles that lie in the way to becoming a sports photographer, such as gaining 

admittance into venues, obtaining the necessary documentation which enables you to be ‘pitch 

side’? We will take a brief look at how sports photography has moved forward, from the first 

recorded sports photograph (circa 1843) to the successful and world-renowned and award-winning 

sports photographers of today such as Bob Martin, Mark Pain, and Adrian Dennis. Why is using the 

correct equipment important, is this going to affect the photographs that are captured? What is the 

correct equipment? Having a passion for the sport that you are documenting is a necessity, if one 

does not have an interest in the subject that they are documenting, then, you would not have the 

passion or drive to get the best out of what you are photographing. After all, the picture that you 

have holds a thousand words it tells a story of sorts, it helps the viewer to be able to see the action 

albeit frozen in time but nevertheless it transports them to the moment that the image was taken, it 

almost gives them a feeling that they were present when that particular image was captured, it 

enables the viewer of the image to almost relive that moment in time. Another aspect of 

photography that is going to be covered in this is copyright, not copyright of the image that has been 

taken but copyright of something in the image that has been captured. For example, if an image had 

been captured and there was something in that image that belongs to somebody else, let us say for 

arguments sake the Nike swoosh was in plain view, would Nike be offended by this, because you had 

inadvertently included that in your shot? In my opinion this is a very grey area and something that 

will be addressed further along in this dissertation. 

 

 

Argument: 

People have always been intrigued and interested in photographs, from the world’s first photograph 

made in a camera was taken in 1826 by Joseph Nicéphore Niépce. The photograph was taken from 

the upstair’s windows of Niépce’s estate in the Burgundy region of France. This image was captured 

via a process known as heliography, an early type of photoengraving made on a metal plate coated 

with sensitized asphalt. the asphalt then hardened in proportion to the amount of light that hit it. 

Through to the present day, the images that have been produced since the introduction of Dslr 

cameras enable to subject to be more natural and instantaneous as opposed to the early images 

captured that required the subject to be in from of the lens for quite some time compared to today. 



 

1. The World's first photograph 

Some thirty-five years later in 1861 came the first colour photograph, this added depth and made 

the picture more tangible to the viewer, whilst the image below is still hard to define what the 

object is, this photograph was taken by the mathematical physicist, James Clerk Maxwell. The piece 

above is considered the first durable colour photograph and was envied by Maxwell at a lecture in 

1861. The inventor of the SLR, Thomas Sutton, was the man who pressed the shutter button, but 

Maxwell is credited with the scientific process that made it possible. For those having trouble 

identifying the image, it is a three-color bow. 

 

2 The first colour photograph 



Research has led me to believe that this is the earliest known sports photograph, (an early negative-

positive photographic process, patented by William Henry Talbot in 1841, in which a paper negative 

is produced and then used to make a positive contact print in sunlight, this is known as) a calotype, 

from 1843, by the pioneering Scottish team of David Octavius Hill and Robert Adamson, of a 

gentleman who holds a badminton racket across his smartly clad body in an oddly worrying manner, 

as if it were a weapon. We get that his pastime is glamorously serious and seriously glamorous. 

(Peter Schjeldahl) 

 

3: The first Sports Photograph 

 

Now we have covered the evolution of photography we can get into the main argument of this 

dissertation, what obstacles present themselves in sports photography? 



In this dissertation we will cover four obstacles that present themselves to the photographer. 

1: Motion Blur 

Motion blur in sports photography is an effect that is obtained by lowering the shutter speed so the 

image sensor in your camera has an extended amount of time to capture the subject whilst leaving 

the background blurry it is also advisable to have a fast lens so the you lower the aperture giving you 

the best possible result. 

2: Timing Movements 

In sports photography timing movement, a brief explanation of this is basically knowing when to 

press the shutter button to capture the heroic or defining moment that shows the viewer of the 

image the moment. The photographer has to have a passion and avid interests for the sports he or 

she is photographing, if they do not have this then they would not be able to anticipate when to 

depress the shutter to capture the moment. 

3: Obtaining that close up shot 

Getting that close up shot enables the photographer to capture the drama whether it be joy or 

dismay in the athletes faces, publications can pay more for this kind of shot, many photographers 

invest in large zoom lenses for this kind of shot sometimes costing thousands of pounds, many 

photographers have many camera bodies with different lenses attached enabling the photographer 

to pick and choose the camera to suit the kind of shot they are after. 

4:  The weather 

The weather can have adverse effects on the photographers job with the lighting conditions 

continually changing especially in open area arenas such as football stadiums, one has to 

continuously keep adjusting the settings to get the best out of the equipment that is being used, the 

rain is another problem altogether, if the photographers equipment gets wet then it could damage it 

and render it nothing more than an expensive paperweight, waterproof covers can be used however 

these sometimes help although these covers are not fallible and damage can still be obtained. 

As a photographer of sports, the equipment that is needed is vast, from camera bodies to lenses, 

most sports photographers use at least 2 Dslr Camera bodies with different lenses attached to them, 

the camera bodies themselves ideally should be medium to full format which unfortunately for the 

photographer can run into thousands of pounds to buy. The lenses can turn out to be very expensive 

also, from a few hundred pounds all the way up to six thousand pounds or more, so when you think 

about it a photographer at a sports venue could in fact have almost twenty thousand pounds worth 

of equipment dangling from his neck. Another issue for someone wishing to become a sports 

photographer is that if you wish to have a space in the press area at a premier league ground then 

you must have accreditation from for instance the Premier League (Football) even then you will 

need to have had thirty match action images published in newspapers or magazines in the preceding 

twelve months, for the league pass (anything for the Championship, Division 2 and 3) then you 

would have needed to have had 15 images published. Also needed is public liability insurance (at 

least £2m) this would protect you from any wrong doing should any incidents arise. 

How is one going to manage to do that? 

One way is that you start out at grass roots, meaning work your way through the non-league sides 

and then onto the conference sides although selling your images for publication is not going to be 



easy as there are professionals that the newspapers and magazines normally purchase from. If you 

are photographing a conference game then public liability of at least £2 million is also needed. 

 

Influences: 

 

BOB MARTIN: 

Bob Martin is a multi-award winning sports photographer spanning over thirty years, he has 

photographed every major sporting event covering the last fifteen winter and summer Olympics, he 

has worked in the four corners of the world, his images have been published in may publications 

including Sports Illustrated, Time Magazine, L Equipe and the Sunday Times to name a few, he was 

appointed chief photographer for the London Olympic games in twenty twelve, a consultant to 

photographic issues in Rio twenty sixteen and is currently consulting for the IOC at the Tokyo 

Olympics in twenty twenty. 

Overall Bob has won over sixty awards, he is a three times winner of the British Sports Photographer 

of the year, Sports Photojournalist of the year in twenty seventeen at the National Press 

Photographers Association (NPAA) best of photojournalism awards in America. 

Bob Martin is also an accomplished author with his book about photography 1-1000th winning the 

Sportel International Book Award as well as winning the illustrated book of the year in the UK Cross 

Sports Book Awards. 

 

MARK PAIN: 

Mark Pain is also a multi award winning sports photographer gaining recognition from all over the 

world, with over twenty-five years’ experience he has covered major events such as the Olympic 

games, the Ryder Cup, Football and Rugby world cups and World Athletics Championships, He is a 

regular at premiership football grounds catching images for both editorial and corporate clients. 

Mark has won many competitions for his photography work and been highly commended on several 

occasions, he was named Sports Photographer of the year in two thousand and five and again in two 

thousand and twelve. 

Mark has successfully opened the first dedicated Sports Photography school in which he organises 

events enabling the budding sports photographer to gain an invaluable insight and experience in the 

beautiful world that is sports photography. 

 

Adrian Dennis: 

Adrian currently works for Agence France-Presse and has been on staff since 2000. He covers a 

variety of assignments in the U.K and around the world with an emphasis on sports photography. 

Before, he worked for newspapers including The Independent and The Independent on Sunday 

(1996-2000).  Adrian started his photographic career at the Wokingham Times in Berkshire before 

studying journalism at The University of Florida in the USA. While living and studying there he 



worked for various newspapers, The Gainesville Sun, The St. Petersburg Times and The Eugene 

Register-Guard (1989-1996). Adrian freelanced for a host of newspapers and magazines ranging 

from The New York Times to The National Enquirer during his time in America. 

Following the Olympic and Paralympic Games in 2012, Adrian was named Sports Photographer of 

the Year 2012 by The Sports Journalists Association and won the coveted Ed Lacey Trophy. He won 

The London Games portfolio category and was highly commended for his Sports Portfolio. His 

photograph from the Olympic Equestrian cross-country has been named Photograph of the Year 

(The Press Photographer’s Year 2013). The photograph won 1st Place at the International SportFolio 

Festival (France) and 1st Place Olympic Feature in the US’ National Press Photographers 

Association’s Best of Photojournalism 2013. He also won First Prize in the Sports Folio and Olympic 

Folio of the Year categories in The Press Photographer’s Year 2013. Also, Adrian won Barclays 

Premiership “shot of the season for 2012-13” for his photograph of Arsenal’s Laurent Koscielny 

celebrating scoring a goal against Manchester City. In 2012 Adrian was named Paralympics 

Photographer from the UK Picture Editors’ Guild and highly commended in the Olympics Games 

category. In 2013, Adrian won The Nikon Sports Photographer of the year in the same competition 

and also won Vauxhall England “Best Individual Photograph” for his picture of Steven Gerrard 

celebrating a goal against Poland to qualify the team for the World Cup finals in Brazil. 

After a busy 2014 covering The FIFA World Cup, Commonwealth Games and Ryder Cup, amongst 

other assignments. Adrian once again was voted Sports Photographer of the Year by The Sports 

Journalists Association and the Ed Lacey Trophy found its way back to his mantelpiece proving it 

wasn’t a fluke after 2012. 

 

Conclusion: 

Whilst almost everybody owns a smartphone nowadays, and everybody has the capability to take a 

photograph, it takes a special breed to be able to capture the defining moment, the moment that 

counts, the photograph that tells a thousand words in essence tells a story of what you have just 

photographed. My summation is that one is going to find it very difficult to break into this area of 

Sports Photography due to a couple of factors such as cost to purchase the best equipment and the 

admittance to the venues, the cost can be minimised by hiring the equipment that you need for a 

specific shoot but that can also prove to get quite expensive. Doing this dissertation has shown me 

that the path to obtaining access is hard but there is always the route of starting out in ‘Sunday 

League’ football and progressing from there, a passion for the sport you are photographing is a 

MUST, if you are not interested in the sport then you are going to produce poor quality images. 
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Copyright infringement to be added into the main argument at a later stage…… 




